
 

 

 

 

Seat No.: ________                                                                               Enrolment No.______________  

 

GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

DIPLOMA ENGINEERING – SEMESTER- 1(new)  EXAMINATION –Winter- 2019 

 

Subject Code: 3300002                                                                                           Date:  02-01-2020    

Subject Name: English 

Time: 02:30 PM TO 05:00 PM                                                                              Total Marks: 70 

Instructions: 

 1. Attempt all questions. 

 2. Make Suitable assumptions wherever necessary.  

 3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.  

 4. Use of programmable & Communication aids are strictly prohibited.  

 5. Use of only simple calculator is permitted in Mathematics.  

 6. English version is authentic. 

 

Q 1   Answer the following questions.(Seven out of Ten) 14 
 1  Why does Lincoln ask the teacher to give his son quite time?   

 2  

What is a cyber-crime? Give examples of some cyber-

crimes.   

 3  “Dabbawallahs are not employees.” – Justify the statement.   

 4  What is RSI? What causes it?   

 5  Which must come first – privileges or principles? Why?   

 6  

Why does the speaker want to forget that he had lent a dollar 

to Todd?         
 7  How does Dasa become the hero of the day?   

      

 8  Which medicines did the doctor prescribe for Schatz?   

 9  

Why does the speaker want to remember what he might owe 

others?   

      

 10  What did the college boy say about the snake bite?   

     

Q 2 (a)   Choose the right option and answer the question. (Five out of Seven)  

     5 

 1  

A popular trend that attracts growing support is called ____ 

(a) Cynic         (b) Eternal mystery        (c) Sublime faith    

(d) Bandwagon   

 2  

Intellectual independence in the West means _____ 

(a) Independent thinking   (b) Feudal thinking     (c) Thinking 

as the boss instructs     (d) No thinking   

      

 3  

Sigma 6 means there is __ error per __ million transactions. 

(a) 6,1     (b) 1,6    (c) 1,1     (d) 0,6   

      

 4  

Waking up for long nights disturbs our ___ 

(a) virtual world   (b) networking sites   (c) case studies   (d) 

biorhythm   

      

 5  

What does the speaker expect all people to do? 

(a) To speak out   (b) To be careless    (c) To pay for taxi   



rides    (d) To be truthful 

      

 6  

What did Dasa demand from the family? 

(a) A knife    (b) A mower   (c) A grass cutter    (d) An axe   

      

 7  

Schatz had a misunderstanding regarding ___ 

(a) Two thermometers      (b) Book of Pirates    (c) Miles and 

kilometers     (d) Two pirates 

        
   Do as Directed. (Three out of Four)  

(b)     3 

 1  Give synonyms for (a) Vigil, (b) Obvious         
 2  Give antonyms for (a) Firmness, (b) Harmonious   

      

 3  

Provide one word substitute for - ‘Being the only one of its 

kind’   

      

 4  

Replace the underlined word from those given in brackets: 

The Bullies are the easiest to lick. (to pass through, to beat)   

(c)   Write a short note. (One out of Two)  3 

 1  Precautions to be taken while using social networking sites   

      

 2  Values the father expects the teacher to teach his son   

      

(d)   
Write a short note. (One out of Two) (Question from 
stories.)  3 

 1  Dasa – a lazy but clever servant   

 2  Significance of the title ‘A Day’s Wait’   

Q 3 (a)   Fill in the blanks using appropriate form of the verb. (Four out of Five)  

     4 

 1  Suhas ___ to Madras every weekend. (to go)   

 2  The train __ yet. (not + arrive)   

 3  Mayuri __ this house for a long time now. (own)   

 4  She ___ to USA in 2006. (to go)   

 5  The train ___ before I reached the station. (to leave)   

(b)   Fill in the blanks using appropriate determiner. (Three out of Four)  

     3 

 1  ___ Alps is in Europe. (a, an, the)   

 2  ___ cloud has a silver lining. (Every, All, Some)   

 3  

You can apply. There are still ___ vacancies. (few, little, a 

few)         

 4  

‘Which shirt do you like to buy: this one or that one?’ ‘___. I 

don’t like any of them.’ (Both, Either, Neither)   



      

c)   
Fill in the blanks using appropriate modal auxiliary.(Four out of 
Five)   

     4 

 1  This room is clean. You ___ not clean it. (must, need, might)   

 2  We ___ help the needy. (should, may, would)   

 3  You ___ do as you are told. (must, shall, will)   

 4  I ___ complete this project in time. (have to, ought to, has to)   

      

 5  ___ you speak French? No, I can’t. (May, Can, Would)   

     

(d)   Fill in the blanks choosing the right verb. ( Three out of Four)  

     3 

 1  

Walnut Brownie with hot chocolate sauce __ my favorite dish. 

(is, are)   

 2  Two dozen ___ twenty four. (make, makes)   

      

 3  A huge crowd ___ there every evening. (gathers, gather)   

 4  Wuthering Heights ___ written by Emily Bronte. (are, is)   

Q 4 (a)   Join the following sentences using the appropriate connector. (four out of five)  

     4 
 1  I am tired. I am taking rest. (but, so, or)   

      

 2  

Rahane was declared man of the match. His performance was 

really good. (because of, and, though)   

 3  

Amber wants to go to office. She is sick. (although, due to, 

since)   

 4  Everyone fears to go. He reached there. (where, when, who)   

 5  

God will not help you. You don’t help yourselves. (If, however, 

despite)   

(b)   Fill in the blanks using appropriate preposition. ( Three out of Four)  

     3 

 1  He felt bad ___ no reason at all. (for, against, of)   

      

 2  I saw him sometime ___ June. (in, into, at)   

      

 3  The plane flew ___ the clouds. (on, over, above)   

      

 4  O God! Please keep me ___ sins. (off, before, through)   

(c)   Change the following sentences into passive. (Seven out of ten) 7 
 1  They make shoes in that factory.   

 2  We must look into the question.   

      

 3  The police locked up the criminals.   

 4  She must have left the keys behind.   

      

 5  Kashmira knows me.   

      

 6  Did the people catch the thief?   

      

 7  Someone broke into my office.   

      

 8  They told us that the water is clean.   



      

 9  Smita used a knife to open the box.   

      

 10  The mother is still preparing the meal.   

Q 5 (a)   Develop a dialogue on given topic. (one out of two)  7 
 1  Two students are talking about their ambitions in life.   

 2  

Two friends with their families have planned to visit North-east 

India for nearly a month during the next Summer Vacation.   

      

(b)   Write a letter on given topic. ( One out of two)  7 
 1     

   

Write a complaint letter on behalf of your institute about the 

damaged books you received for your institute library.   

 2  

On behalf of Satyam Technologies, Ahmedabad, write an order 

letter to Sony Pvt. Ltd. ordering 35 projectors.    


